
Projects that require a high-tech, non-combustible, clean-nish look are best suited to an alu-
minum plate exterior wall system. Ideal for corporate headquarters, hospitals and buildings 
with an unusual architectural theme, aluminum plate is a exible system that allows the 
option of clean at lines or curvilinear construction involving bending or radiusing. Aluminum 
plate panels are also a good option for cladding fascia, soffits, canopies and balconies. If 
unique architectural detailing is required, panels can also be custom fabricated to meet intri-
cate design requirements. Constructed from 1/8" aluminum plate with a Duranar XL paint 
nish or an anodinish or an anodized nish, aluminum plate is a highly exible product with multiple options 
for use. 

Noncombustible
Aluminum Plate



Dry Joint  Non-combustible Plate System

NNortem Non-combustible Plate system is another low-maintenance system with numerous 
design and fabrication options.  Almost similar to the ACM, this system incorporates solid metal 
materials at the panel joints. The wall attachment, air/vapour barrier seals and joint treatment are 
to the Nortem standards, yet uses solid aluminum plate material.  The joint ller for this system 
can also vary in both color and joint size.  This systems meets the same testing criteria of the 
American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) 508 standard for plate systems.  This 
system can also be used with natural metals such as zinc, copper and stainless steel. Yet alumi-
num plnum plate is most often used when requiring a painted surface.

Special Features:

-Pressure Equalized Rainscreen System
-Ventilated cavity allows wall to breathe
-Joint ller allows for variable color and reveal size
-Low-maintenance, exible panel design
-Concealed air barrier membrane provides improved weather resistance
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- Composition and Materials
 Solid 3mm (1/8”) aluminum alloy (3003-H14 paint quality or
 5005-H34 anodizing quality tensioned leveled sheet) is used to
 fabricate all Nortem plate projects. Other thicknesses and alloys are avail   
able. Aluminum sheets arrive with a option of a strippable protective lm.  

- Finishes
  The following aluminum nishes are offered as standard by
 Nortem.
 Painted Finishes: PPG Duranar® ourocarbon coatings contain
 Kynar 500® resins in a wide range of architectural colours.
 Anodized nishes: Architectural Class 1, 20um (.0007”)

-Sizes
 Sheet sizes are available in up to a 1524mm (60”) width.
  Length as desired up to a maximum of 3048mm (120”),
 depending on material availability. A standard thickness
 of 3mm (1/8”) is recommended, although other thickness
 are available.
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
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GENERIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Commercial

H

Sheet specs:
0.2 mm to 6.00 mm

Alloy 3003 

SPECIFICATIONS GENERIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Aluminium alloy 3003 Is a medium strength alloy 
with very good resistance atmospheric corrosion 
and very good Weidability as well as good cold 
formability. It has better mechanical properties, 
especially at elevated temperatures than the 1000 
series alloys. 
AApplications - All, 3003 is typically used for Building 
industry: roong and sidings, acoustic ceilings, cor-
rugated sheets Chemical and Cladding metal work.
 Equipment for heating and cooling: heat exchang-
ers, air condition evaporators, motor vehicle radia-
tors, freezer linings.
 Home appliances: cooking utensils, bakery moulds 

WELDABILTY
 Alloy 3003 has very good weldability 
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